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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Most common cancer in women that is 32 % of all newly diagnosed cancers is breast cancer. Breast cancer 
develops when cells of your breast multiply and divide uncontrollably, resulting in a lump of tissue known as a tumor. Screening 
type of mammography has played a key role in reducing breast cancer mortality. 
Aim: To evaluate role of three diagnostic modalities in the breast cancer. 
Methods: The data bases PubMed and other search engines were searched with the key words: breast cancer, mammography, 
ultrasound, MRI, sensitivity, specificity, from 1999 to 2020. For inclusion and exclusion of studies we screened the most relevant 
and irrelevant outcomes. Studies having information of breast cancer, mammography, ultrasound, MRI, sensitivity, specificity 
was included. Meta-analysis were excluded. 
Results: In total 39 studies with breast cancer the overall mean sensitivity of ultrasound, mammography and MRI were 76.81, 
74 and 88.18 respectively. Overall mean specificity of ultrasound, mammography and MRI 79.65, 87 and 75.17 respectively. SD 
of Sensitivity and Specificity of MRI is 10.57 and 16.27. SD of Sensitivity and Specificity of mammography is 20.92 and 16.43. 
SD of Sensitivity and Specificity of ultrasound is 23.71 and 20.05.  
Conclusions: MRI, because of its limitations cannot be used routinely for diagnosing breast cancer. Mammography is readily 
available screening tool for breast cancer however it has low sensitivity for diagnosis of breast cancer and requires 
complimentary imaging. Ultrasound can be used as baseline modality as it saves time and safe in all conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Breast cancer is a complex disease with an increasing amount of 
biologic categories. Many factors affect the prognostic and 
causative significance of this variety, including the observation that 
variations in clinical outcomes commonly coincide with race1. Most 
common cancer in women that is 32% of all newly diagnosed 
cancers is breast cancer2.The emergence of the new breast lumps, 
pain in bone, chest, abdomen, dyspnea, and frequent headaches 
are all signs of breast cancer recurrence, according to American 
Society of Clinical Oncology (ANCO) guidelines for breast cancer 
follow-up and care3. Despite advancements in detection and 
treatment of metastatic breast cancer, mortality remains elevated 
due to growth of the therapy-resistant cancer cells, which limits 
existing therapies4. Invasive ductal carcinoma (50% -75% of 
patients) is the most frequent breast cancer histology, followed by 
invasive lobular carcinoma (5%-15% of patients), mixed 
ductal/lobular carcinomas, and other rarer histologies5. DCIS is 
considered to be a forerunner of invasive ductal carcinoma based 
on molecular, epidemiological, and pathological studies6. 

Screening type of mammography played key role in reducing 
breast cancer mortality. By picking out a subset of cancers 
diagnosed formerly reach clinical presentation, intervention is more 
likely to result in long-term survival7. Although mammography is 
most used to detect breast cancer, it is spotted that not all cancers 
can be seen on mammographic images8. USG plays adjunctive 
role to mammography in aiding classification of breast tumors; 
however, a breast USG examination is more useful and safer than 
mammography. Breast USG has mainly been proven beneficial in 
distinguishing cysts from solid tumors9. The breast examination by 
US started from 1951 with an optimistic opinion that US would 
replace mammography eventually in detecting breast cancer. 
However, with more comprehensive studies, it illustrates that US is 
only valid for the discrimination between cysts and solid masses10. 
CT gives incidental finding when scanning for cardiac or 
respiratory diseases11. At early stage when treatment is easy, MRI 
is capable of diagnosis. Because MRI is extremely sensitive for the 
detection of cancer, it is used as a screening method for patients 
with high risk of development of the breast cancer12. 
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Resources material and methodology: Data was searched on 
PubMed and other search engines with keywords Breast cancer, 
Mammography, Ultrasound, MRI, sensitivity and specificity. It 
includes studies from 1999 to 2020. Those studies that contain 
relevant outcomes were included, all other studies including meta-
analysis were excluded. A total of 196 articles was searched. After 
removing 58 duplicate articles 138 were left. 89 of them were 
excluded due to irrelevant data and 10 studies were rejected due 
to insufficient detail. Flow chart summarizes the reviewed flow 
records. Overall mean of sensitivity and specificity of all three 
modalities was calculated.  
 

DISCUSSION 
 

A study performed by Subbhuraam Vinitha Sree et al showed that 
in women, the breast cancer is 2nd largest reasons of death. When 
breast’s cells begin to grow out of fraction and enter the 
neighboring tissues and spread the entire physique, it’s known as 
breast cancer. Mammography is one of the most effective and 
widely utilized screening and detection techniques for breast 
cancer today. Various imaging modalities have been used to 
expand accuracy of the breast cancer diagnosis. Breast cancers in 
high-risk patients have been detected using ultrasound and 
magnetic resonance imaging. Electrical impedance imaging and 
nuclear medicine approaches have recently become popular for 
breast cancer detection and screening13. Of 196 high-risk ladies, 6 
invasive breast cancers with 1 non-invasive breast cancer were 
discovered. 5 of invasive tumors were found in the mutation 
carriers and 6th was found in woman who previously diagnosed 
with breast cancer. Invasive or noninvasive breast cancer was 
found to be present in 6.2% of the 96 mutation bearers. MRI 
detected all 6 invasive tumors, which stood all smaller than 1.0 cm 
in diameter and node-negative. Just 3 invasive malignancies found 
using ultrasound, 2 on mammography, and 2 on physical 
examination. Additional MRI to more widely accessible trinity of 
mammography, ultrasound and breast examination revealed 2 
more invasive breast cancers that might be overlooked 
otherwise14. 

The breast ultrasonography is a useful tool in conjunction 
with mammography. The combination of 2 screening tests has 
92% sensitivity and a 96% specificity15. Lei Yang et. Al performed 
a study in which 23 investigations stood considered, including 
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twelve studies that used S-US screening following a -ve MAM 
result with 11 joint screening readings that used together P-MAM 
and P-US. S-US screening could detect 96% [95% confidential 
intervals: 82–99%] of the occult breast cancers overlooked by 
MAM and identify percentage of 93 (9% confidential intervals: 89 to 
96%) of healthy females, according to meta-analyses, with CDR of 
3.0/1000 (95% confidential intervals: 1.8/1000 to 4.6/1000), RR of 
8.8% (95% confidential intervals: 5.0 to 13.4% (95% confidential 
intervals: 2.7 to 5.4%), ProIC of 73.9% (95% confidential intervals: 
49 to 93.7%) and ProNNIC of 70.9%  (95% CIs: 46.0 to 91.6%). P-
US screening resulted in recollection of considerably women with 
the positive screening findings [1.5% (95% confidential intervals: 
0.6 to 2.3%), P = 0.001] and the detection of suggestively more 
invasive malignancies [16.3% (95% CIs: 10.6 to 22.1%), P 0.001. 
Other performance measures, such as Sensitivity, Specificity, 
CDR, BR, and ProNNIC, did not show any significant differences 
between the two screening methods16. Huay-Ben Pan in his study 
explained that ultrasonography (US) is now the standard of care 
for detection plus characterization of breast lesions, as well as 
assessment of the breast cancer. However, a few single-center 
cohort study examining breast US in context of screening have 
been found. Regardless of the fact that mammography is 
considered the major approach for screening; it has a unique 
ability to identify micro calcifications. The study ACRIN 6666 
shown that the US is good for detecting mass or lesions, especially 
in the dense breast populations. Common USG findings in Ductal 
carcinoma in situ (DCIS) included hypo-echoic lobular area, lesion 
with ductal extension and dilatation, and hypoechoic nodular mass 
with dilated lactiferous duct primary to retro areolar area, totally of 
which stood likely related to cancer's nuclear grade. CAD, ABUS, 
elastography, and micro bubbles in ultrasound with contrast 
enhancment are examples of computer programmes that have 
created and agreed for the use in clinical training. Furthermore, 
progressing competency of early breast cancer diagnosis requires 
standardize scanning, increasing computer technology deployment 
and familiarity with picture of DCIS17. A study performed by 
Constance D Lehman et. Al described that the usage of breast 
MRI is fast raising as this fascinating technology develops and 
more evidence becomes available to support the tool's 
effectiveness in specific patient categories. When compared to 
other imaging modalities, breast MRI is extremely sensitive and 
has an adequate specificity. MRI has not been researched for its 
impact on breast cancer recurrence or death, despite the fact that 
it clearly detects tumors that are undetectable by mammography, 
ultrasound, or clinical breast exam. It is necessary to do cost-
effectiveness analyses of MRI in various patient populations. There 
is still a lot of effort to be done to improve breast MRI's application 
and performance. It is necessary to do research to determine the 
best acquisition procedures18. 

The two groups were compared in a study performed by 
Georgia Tsina et al on basis of many factors. Objective of the 
study was to decide if use of MRI in breast cancer screening 
changes early therapeutic decision. In 18% of patients, MRI 
showed multifocal or a multi-centric breast cancer of one side, 
tumor in both breasts, or larger cancer than primarily diagnosed. 
Most of the patients undergo second look breast ultrasound, with 
or without added biopsy. On basis of many parameters, the two 
groups were compared. The study's goal was to see if using MRI 
for the breast cancer screening affects initial therapeutic decision. 
MRI indicated a multifocal or multi-centric one-sided breast cancer, 
both sides tumor, one bigger disease than first diagnosed in 18% 
patients. The majority of the patients had second look breast 
ultrasonography, which may or may not have included a biopsy. An 
MRI exam had no effect on the number of mastectomies 
performed. When an MRI was conducted, the utilization of 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy increased and the percentage of 
reoperations reduced19. 

Mammography is gold standard in breast cancer screening 
and diagnosis. It has a specificity of 94% and a sensibility of 40–
73%, both of which are significantly reliant on breast density20. 

Total 2662 women received 7473 mammograms and screening 
ultrasound, with 110 of them having 111 breast cancer trials: 33 on 
mammography alone, 32 on ultrasound alone, 26 on both, and 9 
on MRI after mammography and ultrasound 11 were not 
discovered by either imaging screens. 75 females were diagnosed 
of cancer out of 4814 incidence screens in 2nd and 3rd years 
combined. Incidence of screening ultrasound found 3.7 
malignancies per 1000 screens as a supplement (95% confidence 
interval, 2.1 5.8; P .001). Mammography with ultrasound had a 
sensitivity of 0.76 (95% of confidence interval: 0.65-0.85), 
specificity with 0.84 (95% confidence interval: 0.83-0.85), and 
PPV3 of 0.16. (95% CI, 0.12 0.21). 16 women (2.6%) had breast 
cancer, according to the MRI scans. The MRI supplementary yield 
was 14.7 per 1000 (95% of confidence interval: 3.5-25.9; P=.004). 
MRI and mammography plus ultrasound had a sensitivity of 1.00 
(95% confidence interval: 0.79-1.00), specificity of 0.65 (95% of 
confidence interval: 0.61-0.69), PPV3 of 0.19 (9% of confidence 
interval: 0.11-0.29). Sensitivity, was 0.44 (9% CI, 0.20- 0.70, 
P=.004), Specificity was 0.84 (95% confidence interval, 0.81-0.87, 
P.001), and PPV3 was 0.18 (95% CI, 0.08 to 0.34, P=.98) for 
mammography and ultrasonography. After negative 
mammography and ultrasound results, number of screens needed 
to detect one cancer was 127 (95% CI 99 to 167) for 
mammography, 234 (95% CI, 173-345) for supplemental 
ultrasound, and 68 (95% CI, 39-286) for MRI21. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Ultrasound can be used as baseline modality as it saves time and 
safe in all conditions. 
Mammography is readily available screening device for breast 
cancer however because of its low sensitivity for breast cancer 
diagnosis it requires complimentary imaging. 
MRI cannot be used as a baseline modality for diagnosing breast 
cancer because of its limitations. It is rarely recommended when 
some suspicion could not be picked up on mammography or 
ultrasound. 
 

 
 

Limitations: 
Ultrasound: Many cancers and calcifications are not visible on 
ultrasound which may be only sign of cancer in early disease.  
Mammography: Mammography contains x-rays which are not 
safe in many conditions. 
Mammography cannot be performed on underage females as it is 
recommended for the females of 40 or more than 40 years. 
Mammography is not advised for pregnant females. 
Mammography cannot be performed on lactating mothers. 
MRI cannot be used as baseline modality for early diagnosis of 
breast cancer as it is expensive as well as time taking. MRI is not 
readily available modality. 
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Modality Sensitivity Specificity 
Ultrasound 76.81 79.65 

Mammography 74 87 

MRI 88.18 75.17 

 
Case-1: Invasive ductal carcinoma with medullary CC (a) and MLO(b) 22 

 
 
Case-2: Multiple heterogeneously enhancing abnormal masses in one 
quadrant, consistent with multifocal carcinoma, are seen on MRI23 

   
 

Case-3: Infiltrating breast carcinoma24 
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